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[image: Krisztina Szerovay]

Krisztina Szerovay
wrote
Sketchnotes And Key Takeaways From SmashingConf Antwerp 2023
Mar 18, 2024
in
Events,
SmashingConf
How was the first SmashingConf in Antwerp, you ask? One of our online attendees, Krisztina Szerovay, shares her sketchnotes and takeaways of the talks that were held on both days of the conference — with photos and recordings saved as best for last. See you live in Antwerp this year, maybe?
Continue reading ↬
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Preethi Sam
/
Mar 12, 2024
in
Tools,
Web Components
Event Calendars For Web Made Easy With These Commercial Options
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Vitaly Friedman
/
Mar 8, 2024
in
Smashing Books
Success At Scale: Last Chance For Pre-Sale Price



[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]
Front-End & UX Workshops, OnlineBoost your skills live, with our online workshops.
E.g. Successful Design Systems with Brad Frost and Accessibility For Designers with Stéphanie Walter.
Jump to all workshops ↬
2.5h live sessions, video recordings and Q&A.




Accessible Front-End Components
Reliable accessible UI components: :focus styles, modals, date pickers, navigation, tables, buttons, SVGs.
Explore Accessible Components

CSS Generators & Tools
Useful CSS tools for animations, shadows, cubic-bezier curves, easing gradients, filters, overlays, type scales.
Explore CSS Generators

Front-End Boilerplates & Starter Kits
HTML boilerplates, CSS resets, forms, dev themes, gitignore, CSS snippets, static sites, style guides.
Explore Front-End Boilerplates



See All Guides

Latest Posts
[image: Temani Afif]

Temani Afif
wroteModern CSS Tooltips And Speech Bubbles (Part 2)
In Part 1 of this series, Temani Afif explored different CSS techniques to create tooltip shapes. The main challenge was to rely on a single element and create optimized code that could easily be controlled using CSS variables to update the size, shape, and position of the tail. In this second part, you are going explore more shapes.

March 8, 2024
in
CSS,
Techniques,
Design


[image: Juan Diego Rodríguez]

Juan Diego Rodríguez
wroteThe End Of My Gatsby Journey
“Gatsby headaches” are over. Juan Diego Rodríguez reflects on his decision to stop using Gatsby as his go-to framework. Through a detailed examination of its strengths and weaknesses, he provides valuable insights and alternative options for developers navigating their tooling choices.

March 6, 2024
in
JavaScript,
Gatsby,
Frameworks
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Temani Afif
wroteModern CSS Tooltips And Speech Bubbles (Part 1)
Tooltips are a very common pattern used in CSS for years. There are a lot of ways to approach tooltips in CSS, though some evoke headaches with all the magic numbers they require. In this article, Temani Afif presents modern techniques to create tooltips with the smallest amount of markup and the greatest amount of flexibility.

March 1, 2024
in
CSS,
Techniques,
Design
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Cosima Mielke
wroteWaiting For Spring (March 2024 Wallpapers Edition)
Do you need a little inspiration boost? Well, then our new batch of desktop wallpapers is for you. Designed by artists and designers from across the globe, they come in versions with and without a calendar for March 2024. Enjoy!

February 29, 2024
in
Wallpapers




[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Join 1,916 Smashing Members
A friendly community for people who design and build the web. With books, workshops, goodies and early-birds — for just 1 coffee a month. Take a look around.
Join the community ↬
Already have an account? Sign in!
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Geoff Graham
wroteReporting Core Web Vitals With The Performance API
The Performance API is a set of standards for measuring and evaluating performance metrics with JavaScript. This article demonstrates how to use the Performance API to generate performance metrics directly in the DOM to create your own reporting.

February 27, 2024
in
Performance,
API,
Optimization


[image: Yichan Wang]

Yichan Wang
wroteA Web Designer’s Accessibility Advocacy Toolkit
Digital designer Yichan Wang has put together this collection of strategies and selling points to help you encourage and advocate for accessibility in your place of work, including useful scripts you can use as starting points.

February 26, 2024
in
Accessibility,
User Experience,
Web Design


[image: Frederik Dohr]

Frederik Dohr
wroteVanilla JavaScript, Libraries, And The Quest For Stateful DOM Rendering
It’s well-established that the web faces wide-ranging usability and performance issues, from user-hostile UI patterns and twisted search results to sluggish performance and battery-draining bloat. In this article, Frederik examines one small-but-significant aspect where developers take the reins: Painting pixels on the screen.

February 22, 2024
in
JavaScript,
Frameworks,
Techniques
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Vitaly Friedman
wroteA Practical Guide To Designing For Colorblind People
Color accessibility is more than just ticking boxes. Even with good contrast, some color palettes can make interfaces challenging for users. Here are some practical guidelines to ensure more inclusive design for colorblind people. An upcoming part of Smart Interface Design Patterns.

February 20, 2024
in
UX,
Design,
Accessibility
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That’s The Smashing Family.
Smashing Magazine is so much more than articles.

[image: A friendly Smashing Cat, reading books while being mysterious, of course.]Smashing Books
14 printed books and 67 eBooks. Written for web developers, designers and marketeers.
Jump to books ↬
Free airmail shipping wordlwide. No ifs or buts.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Workshops
Online workshops with experts. Broken into 2.5h-segments, with interactive, live sessions.
Jump to workshops ↬
2.5h live sessions, with video recordings and Q&A.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Job Board
Helping designers and developers find great jobs, and connect with great companies.
Jump to jobs ↬
Freelancers and full-time, in front-end & UX.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Membership
A friendly community for people who design and build the web. With discounts, goodies and fancy cats.
Jump to Membership ↬
For just 1 coffee a month.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Newsletter
Weekly tips on front-end & UX, delivered straight to your inbox. Just practical stuff that you can use.
Jump to Newsletter ↬
You can unsubscribe with 1 click any time.





Winter – Spring 2024 • New WorkshopsBoost Your Skills Online,
On Front-End, Design & UX
Meet Smashing Workshops, with practical, actionable insights from experts — live. With interactive exercises, slides, video recordings and a friendly Q&A.
         
Explore all speakers and topics →
[image: The Smashing Cat enjoying adventures, and the sun.]


Community Links
[image: Kevin Coyle, person of the week]


Person Of The Week
Kevin Coyle (@kevincoyle) is a freelance web development consultant specializing in bringing design systems to reality. As a former Technical Lead at Pfizer, he spearheaded the engineering team in developing the Helix Design System. Currently, he collaborates with Big Medium, playing a pivotal part in aiding numerous Fortune 500 companies to enhance their design systems. His focus is on integrating advanced techniques and leveraging artificial intelligence to drive innovation and efficiency. Kevin occasionally shares his knowledge as a speaker and on his blog. Thank you for everything you do for the community, dear Kevin!



[image: Maya Alvarado]

Maya Alvarado
wroteBuilding Accessibility Research Practices
March 20, 2024 —
How can we make user research more inclusive of disabled people and their needs? Maya Alvarado shares valuable tips for building accessibility research practices.


[image: Michelle Barker]

Michelle Barker
wroteColor Palettes With color-mix()
March 19, 2024 —
How do we ensure that the colors we choose fit within the design system for our project? The new CSS color-mix() function can be a real game-changer for your design process. Michelle Barker explains how it works.


[image: Chris Myhill]

Chris Myhill
wroteUser Research When You Can’t Talk To Users
March 18, 2024 —
Sometimes, it can be tricky to get direct access to your users. Chris Myhill shares five ways to conduct audience research, even when you can’t talk to people.


[image: Andy Bell]

Andy Bell
wroteCSS :has() In The Real World
March 15, 2024 —
How to use the new :has() pseudo-class in an actual project? Andy Bell created some low-fidelity demos of :has() snippets that he has been using in real-world client projects.


[image: Jake Geller]

Jake Geller
wroteDefining A Design Operations Roadmap
March 14, 2024 —
Navigating the DesignOps landscape can be daunting. Jake Geller shares practical tips for how to identify your team’s needs, prioritize opportunities, and distill a focused yet flexible DesignOps roadmap.


[image: Megan Chan]

Megan Chan
wroteStorytelling In UX Study Guide
March 13, 2024 —
Storytelling is a powerful tool. Megan Chan compiled a study guide with articles and videos that teach you how to craft compelling stories while communicating research findings and design ideas.



More links on Twitter
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With a commitment to quality content for the design community.
Founded by Vitaly Friedman and Sven Lennartz. 2006–2024.
Smashing is proudly running on Netlify, TinaCMS and Swell.
Fonts by Latinotype.
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